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	MATLAB's customizable graphics elements allow you to tailor your visualizations for exactly what you need to present; alter the figure and axis properties, lighting, transparency and camera position. Use MATLAB to apply volume visualizations to your data as well as interactivity and animation, or to plot your data in 1, 2, 3 and higher data dimensions.


	"MATLAB Graphics and Data Visualization Cookbook" will serve as your handbook to help you know the right graphic to showcase your data and teach you how to create it in clear step-by-step instructions.


	Tasks range from simple graphs using built-in MATLAB commands, to complex functions making frequently used customizations easy to implement.


	Learn about the key customizable elements in MATLAB graphics starting from figure and axis property settings, color, lighting, transparency and camera positioning to strategies for more advanced data visualization including adding interactivity and animation. Finish with recipes on presentation and publication.


	Learn the techniques and easily customize the recipes to apply to your datasets.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Jump start your first MATLAB plot
	
		Strengthen your knowledge of standard graph types and learn new advanced types
	
		Common visualization mistakes that people make and how to avoid them
	
		Easily adapt recipes from the book to best display your data - one, two, three dimensions, and beyond
	
		Say more with legends, annotations, labels, different layouts, and color
	
		Design superior data displays with custom lighting, transparency, and camera positioning
	
		Do animations and interactive graphics with MATLAB
	
		Fix the resolution and format before employing the Publish command



	Approach


	"MATLAB Graphics and Data Visualization Cookbook" will serve as your handbook in recipe format with ample screenshots. Each independent recipe will help you in achieving target-oriented solutions to your problems with concise explanation.


	Who this book is written for


	For those who are already using MATLAB for their computational needs but need to also harness its powerful visualization capabilities.
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Mapping Archaeological Landscapes from SpaceSpringer, 2013

	'Given the rising awareness and interest in aerial and satellite remote sensing, there is a need to familiarize archaeologists with the basic principles and applications of what have become the most useful technologies. This volume, in the Springerbriefs Archaeologial Heritage Management series, accomplishes this. Contributions to the...
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Microsoft Excel 2013 Step By StepMicrosoft Press, 2013

	The smart way to learn Excel 2013—one step at a time!


	Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to manage, analyze, and present data with Excel 2013. With Step by Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just when you them! Includes downloadable practice files and...
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The Ultimate Digital Music Guide: The Best Way to Store, Organize, and Play Digital MusicQue, 2012

	Iam a music lover. Big time. My wife and I try to catch at least one or two major shows a month, and I’m an “A Train” member of and frequent visitor to our local jazz club. (That’s the Dakota Jazz Club in Minneapolis, one of the best in the nation.) I have more than 1,700 albums in my music collection, or more than...
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Oracle Applications DBA Field GuideApress, 2006
The Oracle E-Business Suite is like a machine that requires constant maintenance
and fine-tuning. With experience comes the knowledge of how to
tweak the parts and use the tools to make it run properly. Even for the experienced
administrator, Oracle Applications is complicated to administer—let’s
be honest, at times...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Idea Book: 181 Simple Machines and Clever ContraptionsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 Idea Book explores dozens of creative ways to build amazing mechanisms with the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 set. Each model includes a list of the required parts, minimal text, and colorful photographs from multiple angles so you can re-create it without the need for step-by-step instructions.
...
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Plastics and the EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Plastics offer a variety of environmental benefits. However, their production, applications, and disposal present many environmental concerns. Plastics and the Environment provides state-of-the-art technical and research information on the complex relationship between the plastic and polymer industry and the environment, focusing on the...
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